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a b s t r a c t

The modification of pore structures in gas-diffusion layers (GDLs) has long been studied in the context of
efforts to facilitate liquid water transport and to reduce flooding. Such improvements can theoretically
improve the performance of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). Recent experimental
studies have demonstrated that engineered pore paths in hydrophobic GDLs, in the form of either large
vertical slits or holes, can be advantageous for water management in PEMFCs. In this study, a pore-
eywords:
olymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
ydrophobic gas-diffusion layer
iquid water transport
aturation distribution
ngineered pore path

network model is employed to obtain the steady saturation distribution of liquid water in hydrophobic
GDLs with several engineered pore paths. The pore-network results clearly indicate the merits of engi-
neered pore paths in reducing liquid water saturation levels in hydrophobic GDLs. The mechanism by
which these engineered pore paths reduce liquid water flooding is discussed in reference to the invasion-
percolation process in porous media.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

nvasion-percolation process

. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are expected
o become important power sources in many applications [1,2].

ater management in gas-diffusion layers (GDLs) is currently
eing researched extensively as part of efforts to improve the power
ensity of PEMFCs. This is because electrode flooding significantly

mpairs the performance of PEMFCs, especially at high current den-
ities [3,4]. The modification of pore structures in hydrophobic
DLs has been attempted as a means of enhancing the water trans-
ort properties of GDLs. The application of a microporous layer
MPL) on the catalyst layer (CL) side of a GDL is a typical example of
ore structure modification [5–8]. In addition, bi-modal pore-size
istributions or spatially varying pore structures have been stud-

ed to enhance the water management properties of GDLs and MPLs
9–13].

Recent experimental studies have demonstrated that engi-
eered pore paths formed in hydrophobic GDLs, such as large
ertical slits [14] or holes [15], can enhance the performance of

EMFCs, especially under operating conditions of high current den-
ity. The merits of large straight paths in GDLs may be due to an
ncreased permeability for liquid water transport from the view-
oint of continuum two-phase flow theories. Alternatively, the role

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 910 4858; fax: +82 2 910 4839.
E-mail address: akko2@kookmin.ac.kr (J.H. Nam).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.11.141
of such paths may be understood from an invasion-percolation
viewpoint [16–18] in the context of liquid water transport in
hydrophobic GDLs. Liquid water penetrates more easily into larger
pores with lower capillary entry pressures, a feature that can lower
the saturation level in GDLs by reducing the random invasion-
percolation process. As a result, the effective separation of liquid
transport paths and gas-diffusion paths is further facilitated in
hydrophobic GDLs, and will lead to improved PEMFC performance.

Continuum two-phase flow models have been used to simu-
late liquid water transport and to determine saturation distribution
in hydrophobic GDLs [19–24]. Continuum models have also been
employed to evaluate the capillary effect due to the layer-by-layer
variation of pore structures [21,22]. These models cannot, how-
ever, easily treat the spatial inhomogeneity that results from the
engineered pore paths formed in otherwise homogeneous GDLs.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM) provide a fundamental approach to evaluate the
capillary transport of liquid water in hydrophobic GDLs with engi-
neered pore paths, but these methods tend to suffer from excessive
computational cost. Several pore-network studies have recently
been developed to solve the detailed liquid water transport in GDLs
with relatively small computational cost [16,18,25–29]. The results

have shown that invasion-percolation with capillary dendrite-like
penetration, or ‘fingering’, is prevalent in liquid water transport in
hydrophobic GDLs.

In this study, the saturation distribution of liquid water in
hydrophobic GDLs with, or without, engineered pore paths is deter-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:akko2@kookmin.ac.kr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.11.141
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ined based on a steady pore-network model developed by Lee
t al. [18]. Three types of engineered pore paths are considered,
amely, vertical paths, horizontal paths that reside at the bottom
f a GDL and thus contact with a CL or a MPL, and a combination of
he two types. The liquid water saturation and the capillary pres-
ure levels in hydrophobic GDLs with different engineered pore
aths are compared. Subsequently, the approximate regions of per-
olated liquid water clusters are visualized. The mechanisms by
hich these engineered pore paths can reduce the saturation level

n hydrophobic GDLs are also investigated.

. Theory and calculations

Pore-network studies have recently demonstrated that liquid
ater transport in hydrophobic GDLs is a strongly capillary-
riven process, primarily due to the very small flow rate of

iquid water in PEMFCs [16,18,25–29]. The capillary number, Ca =
invqinv/� cos �c, is estimated to be only about 10−7 to 10−8

or PEMFCs operating at 1–2 A cm−2, which leads to negligible
iscous effects as compared with capillary effects. According to
he phase diagram proposed by Lenormand et al. [30], invasion-
ercolation with active capillary fingering (the capillary fingering
egime) should be a main transport mechanism for liquid water
ransport in hydrophobic GDLs. In addition, Lenormand et al.
30] showed that continuum two-phase flow models become
ess valid for the capillary fingering regime with diminishingly
mall Ca numbers. Recent high-resolution neutron imaging studies
31,32] have also reported liquid water saturation distributions in
DLs that do not generally agree with continuum model predic-

ions.
In this study, the liquid water saturation in hydrophobic GDLs,

ithout and with engineered pore paths, is simulated based on
steady pore-network model recently published by Lee et al.

18]. This model first determines the essential transport paths
ased on an invasion-percolation procedure that continuously
earches for the largest transport paths for liquid water pene-
ration. Then, the steady viscous flow of liquid water through
he percolated clusters is solved iteratively while simultaneously
pdating the transport paths according to the calculated capillary
ressure. Finally, the spatial distribution of the liquid water sat-
ration in GDLs is determined based on the calculated capillary
ressures in the percolated clusters. In this study, however, only
he invasion-percolation calculation is performed to determine the
teady distribution of liquid water saturation and capillary pressure
n hydrophobic GDLs. In fact, the results of Lee et al. [18] demon-
trate that liquid water transport in hydrophobic GDLs almost
eaches the pure invasion-percolation limit with Ca ≈ 0 for a current
ensity range of 1–2 A cm−2. A similar invasion-percolation pore-
etwork model was independently developed by Ceballos and Prat
29].

The pore-network geometry considered in this investigation
s shown in Fig. 1(a), where the domain of a GDL is divided
nto regularly stacked cubic cells. Each of the cubic cells is com-
osed of a box-shaped pore in the centre and six box-shaped
onstrictions or ‘throats’ in the faces. Two neighbouring pores are
llowed to interact with each other only through these throats.
he edge length of the cubic cells, Lcell, is set to 25 �m, and
hree edge lengths of the box-shaped pores are randomly cho-
en to be between 0.7Lcell and 0.9Lcell (17.5–22.5 �m). Similarly,
wo edge lengths of the box-shaped throats are randomly cho-
en to be between 0.2Lcell and 0.7Lcell (5–17.5 �m). The boundary

onditions are also given in Fig. 1(a). Liquid water is assumed to
e injected into the pore-network from the bottom plane (inlet)
nd to be exhausted through the top plane (outlet). To simu-
ate the spatially uniform flux of liquid water from a CL or an

PL, 25% of the pores in the bottom plane are randomly cho-
Fig. 1. Steady pore-network model: (a) pore-network geometry; (b) GDLs without
and with engineered pore paths.

sen as inlet pores for liquid water injection. Cyclic connectivity
is assumed for the side planes in order to extend the calculation
domain infinitely in planar directions. For more detailed infor-
mation on the steady pore-network model, refer to Lee et al.
[18].

Fig. 1(b) shows the four types of GDLs without and with the
engineered pore paths for preferential liquid water transport con-
sidered in this analysis, i.e., a plain GDL, and GDLs with vertical
paths, horizontal paths, or both (denoted as horizontal/vertical
paths). Note that the vertical paths are similar to the laser per-
forated holes considered by Gerteisen et al. [15]. The individual
vertical paths are assumed to penetrate a GDL straight down from
the top plane to the bottom plane. Similarly, the horizontal paths
are assumed to have cross-linked shapes and to reside in the
bottom plane of a GDL. In order to form engineered paths in a ran-
domly generated pore-network, the edge lengths for the pores and
throats in those paths are reassigned to larger values, i.e., 0.95Lcell
(23.75 �m) for selected pores and 0.9Lcell (22.5 �m) for selected
throats. The pore structures outside the engineered pore paths
remained homogenous.

The size of the simulated pore-networks is 22 × 22 × 10 in terms
of cell numbers, or 550 × 550× 250 �m in terms of lengths, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Of the 484 total pores in the bottom plane, 121
are randomly selected as the inlet pores for liquid water injection,
with an inlet flooding probability, Po

f , of 25% [18].

3. Results and discussion

Due to the random nature inherent in the pore-network cal-
culations, a total of 100 pore-network realizations are randomly
generated and calculated for each of the GDL types as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The pore-network results are summarized in Table 1 in
terms of an average value and a standard deviation. The aver-
age porosity of the simulated pore-networks is estimated to be

around 0.63–0.64. The data in Table 1 clearly indicate that the aver-
age liquid water saturation can be considerably reduced through
the formation of engineered pore paths in hydrophobic GDLs.
A maximum reduction of about 30% is expected for the aver-
age saturation level when horizontal/vertical paths are formed in
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Table 1
Summary of pore-network simulation results.

Parameters Plain GDL GDL with vertical paths GDL with horizontal paths GDL with horizontal/vertical paths

Porosity 0.634a ± SDb 0.001 0.635 ± SD 0.001 0.638 ± SD 0.001 0.640 ± SD 0.001
Flooded pore fraction 0.382 ± SD 0.029 0.337 ± SD 0.028 0.321 ± SD 0.031 0.264 ± SD 0.027
Water saturation 0.286 ± SD 0.021 0.255 ± SD 0.021 0.245 ± SD 0.023 0.205 ± SD 0.020

−1 −1 9.6 ± SD 4.9 mm−1 20.9 ± SD 4.4 mm−1

85.6% 71.7%
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Breakthrough number density 17.0 ± SD 5.7 mm 24.0 ± SD 5.2 mm
Saturation reduction 100% 88.9%

a Averaged value of 100 pore-network realizations for each GDL type.
b SD denotes standard deviation.

ydrophobic GDLs. It appears that the number of breakthrough
ites is reduced by about 30% on account of the horizontal paths
ormed in hydrophobic GDLs. By contrast, the other engineered
ore paths seem to increase the number of breakthrough sites from
DLs.

For a more detailed investigation of the effects of engineered
ore paths, the spatial distributions of layer-by-layer averaged
arameters are plotted in Fig. 2 for the flooded pore fraction, fp, the

iquid water saturation, sw, and the capillary pressure, pc. The frac-
ion of flooded pores, fp, decreases almost linearly from about 0.75
ear the inlet to 0.06 near the outlet. It should be noted that fp near
he inlet boundary is much higher than the prescribed inlet flood-
ng probability, Po

f , of 25%. This is because additional pores near the
nlet boundary become flooded during invasion-percolation trans-
ort of liquid water in hydrophobic GDLs. When engineered pore
aths are formed in GDLs, fp falls to a lower level and its variation
ransforms into a concave shape. The vertical paths and horizontal
aths appear to reduce fp by a similar degree, but the combination
f the two results in a more pronounced reduction in fp. A slight
ncrease in fp is apparent near the inlet boundary for the GDL with
orizontal paths, which is due to the presence of large engineered
ores in that region.

The distribution of the liquid water saturation, sw, which is
etermined by considering the liquid water contents in both the
ores and the throats, is presented in Fig. 2(b). Since about 80% of
he total void volume is associated with the pores in the present
ore-network geometry, it is not surprising that the distribution
f sw is similar to that of fp. Thus, the lowest saturation level is
btained for GDLs with horizontal/vertical paths.

The distribution of capillary pressure, pc, is illustrated in Fig. 2(c).
ote that pc is obtained by algebraically averaging the capillary
ressures in flooded pores. While the vertical paths and the hori-
ontal paths exhibit relatively similar behaviour for fp in Fig. 2(a)
nd for sw in Fig. 2(c), the pc values for the two engineered pore
aths show quite different trends in Fig. 2(c). The vertical paths
enerally lower the value of pc throughout the GDL region, while
he horizontal paths cause a reduction in pc only near the inlet
oundary. When horizontal/vertical paths are formed in GDLs, pc is
educed even further as shown in Fig. 3(c). In addition, pc is remark-
bly low near the inlet boundary, most likely due to the presence
f large engineered pores in that region.

The approximate distribution of liquid water saturation in the
DLs without and with engineered pore paths is presented in
ig. 3. For a direct comparison of the influence of each engineered
ore path, results from an identical pore-network are presented.

t should be noted that the data in Fig. 3 ignores the presence of
olid structures and therefore only illustrates approximate regions
f liquid water. More information regarding the interpretation of
ig. 3 can be found in Lee et al. [18]. The engineered pore paths,
epresented as dashed circles in Fig. 3, are found to reduce consid-

rably the saturation level, while also leading to a simpler structure
f percolated liquid water clusters in the GDLs. This is because
he engineered pore paths are preferentially used for liquid water
ransport, thereby reducing random invasion-percolation with cap-
llary fingering.

Fig. 2. Spatial distributions of layer-by-layer averaged parameters: (a) flooded pore
fraction, fp; (b) liquid water saturation, sw; (c) capillary pressures, pc.
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ig. 3. Approximate distribution of liquid water saturation in an identical pore-net
orizontal paths; (d) GDL with horizontal/vertical paths.

The advantage of the vertical paths formed in GDLs can be eas-
ly understood from the perspective of invasion-percolation water
ransport. Liquid water flows primarily through the vertical paths
hen capillary fingering fronts meet those paths during random

nvasion-percolation in hydrophobic GDLs. Thus, excessive capil-
ary fingering of liquid water is avoided, and the saturation level
s reduced. The advantage of straight vertical paths in hydropho-
ic GLDs has been demonstrated experimentally by Gerteisen et
l. [15]. It should be noted that continuum two-phase flow theo-
ies might also explain the advantage of vertical engineered paths
o some degree. That is, straight vertical paths provide preferential
ransport paths in GDLs with less viscous resistance and there by
ncreased permeability values. This, in turn, decreases the capillary
ressure level that is required for two-phase flow and this results

n reduced liquid water saturation.
The advantage of horizontal engineered paths at the inlet plane

f the GDLs shown in Fig. 3(c) cannot be predicted by contin-
um two-phase flow theories. Pore-network studies by Lee et al.
18] demonstrated that a spatially uniform pressure condition at
he inlet boundary results in a much smaller saturation level in
DLs as compared with a spatially uniform flux condition. This

s closely related to the findings of invasion-percolation pore-
etwork studies [18,29] show that the saturation level in GDLs is
trongly dependent on the number of injection sites at the inlet
oundary. From the viewpoint of the invasion-percolation trans-
ort, horizontal engineered paths formed near the inlet boundary

f GDLs greatly facilitate the merging of liquid water transport
aths which, in turn, effectively prevents excessive capillary fin-
ering. In addition, horizontal engineered paths lead to a more
niform pressure at the inlet boundary due to their substantial flow
onductance.

[

[

(a) GDL without engineered pore paths; (b) GDL with vertical paths; (c) GDL with

4. Conclusions

A steady pore-network calculation based on pure invasion-
percolation transport is performed to evaluate the saturation
reduction in hydrophobic GDLs, each with a different engineered
pore path. The pore-network simulation shows that vertical and
horizontal engineered paths can reduce the average saturation lev-
els in hydrophobic GDLs by about 11 and 14%, respectively. The
GDLs with combined horizontal/vertical engineered paths are pre-
dicted to result in about 30% lower average saturation levels as
compared with plain GDLs. The mechanism by which the saturation
level is reduced can be explained from the viewpoint of invasion-
percolation transport of liquid water in hydrophobic GDLs.
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